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V. THE METHODS OF WORK AND ELEMENTS OF NERVOUS STRAIN.

Duration and rapidity of work, how limited. Features of operating which increase

amount and intensity of work.
' Team work

'
and its effect increase tax upon

energies in operating. Supervisors and their duties while assisting in some cases

adds element of strain in others. Evidence of Miss Maud Orion. Evidence of

Miss Isabel DicJcson. System of calling out unanswered numbers when board

crowded adds to pressure. Elements of strain subjective in their nature. The
monitors and their duties. Efforts of surveillance on operators. Impatience of

subscribers reflected by glowing of lights. Effect of lights upon operators.

Effort of hanging or snapping of instruments. Effect of abuse and harsh words

used by subscribers. Possibility of injury arising from shocks. Evidence of

Lily Rogers, Laura MacBean, Hattie Davis, Laura Rockall. Evidence of Emily
Richmond as to loss of use of left ear. Physical strain of stretching at Switch-

board. Evidence of Hilda Walton as to loss of right arm. Excessive height

of switchboard at Toronto Main exchange. -Part played by special senses a dis-

tinguishing and most important feature of telephone operating. Wherein other

occupations differ in this particular. The exhaustion, one of nervous rather than

of physical energy. Effects on health from strain of operating illustrated. State-

ments by local manager. Testimony as to illness caused by overwork. Evidence

of Maud Orton, Minnie Hamm, Theresa Corcoran, Maria Strong, Laura Rockall,

Emily Richmond.

DURATION
of employment and rapidity of work may each in their way be limited

by restrictions, which it is quite within the power of the management of a com-

pany to control. The number of hours to be worked per day is a matter of schedule ar-

rangement. The speed of operating depends primarily, as has been pointed out, upon

the number of lines for which each operator is responsible, and the size of the switch-

board. These are the
'

mechanical limitations,' so to speak, which are placed upon the

calling rate. There are features, however, in the methods of operating, which regard

for cost and efficiency of service have made the common practice, designed with a view

to exacting from each operator, an approach to, if not actually, the maximum of

service of which she is capable ; they play an important part in increasing the amount

and intensity of the work performed. These features which relate primarily to the

method of operating as it has been carried on in practice are deserving of some con-

sideration.

In the first place it is to be noted that an operator's duties are not confined to the

subdivision of the board to which she is specially assigned. The subdivisions though

a certain width, are sufficiently narrow to admit of an operator reaching over to the

subdivisions on either side of her own. If an operator finds that calls are coming in

at the division of the board, either to the right or to the left of her own, at a rate more

rapid than her sister operator is able to properly overtake, she is expected to assist in

making the necessary connections. The evidence given before the commission indi-

cated that operators were so placed that the more skilled and efficient would be able

in this manner to assist the less expert. In other words, each operator becomes one of

a team of three, who work in conjunction in the manner described. Mr. Dunstan in
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his letter of December 20, 1906, reminds the Montreal office that over a year before

he had said in reference to the service at Toronto,
'

Every credit must be given for the

training of operators in team work, and in rapidity of movement.' This arrangement,
which from some points of view may be commended, tends to keep the operators Lip to

the highest pitch in the work of operating. It is only where calls come in too rapidly

for an operator to meet them at her own division that assistance is required from the

operators of the adjoining divisions. Some of the rest or relaxation, therefore, which

might come to an operator in one of the divisions because of a slackening in the number

of calls upon the lines for which she is responsible, is in part offset by this assistance

which she is expected to afford her neighbours. It will be seen, too, that under this

arrangement the greatest strain is inevitably placed upon the more efficient and skilled

operators. It would appear that where operating is carried on at a high rate of speed,

the tendency is to tax the energies of operators to the maximum of their endurance

and ability.

In addition to the regular staff of operators, there is a staff of monitors and super-

visors, there being two monitors for each 5 hours over the whole service, and one super-

visor to every 10 operators. Speaking of this feature, in the letter above referred to,

Mr. Dunstan says:
'

They (the operators) are subjected to close and intelligent

supervision.' The duty of a supervisor is to walk up and down behind the operators

who are under her supervision, and see that they properly attend to their work, at the

same time to assist the operators where it appears they are unable to keep up with

the calls coming in. It was admitted by the operators that the assistance rendered

by the supervisors in this way was a substantial one. On the other hand, it was con-

tended that their presence as constant watchers of the way in which duties were being

performed added an element of strain to the work, more particularly where the super-

visor might not be as sympathetic with the operators as might be wished. It was

stated, for example, by one of the supervisors herself that she regarded it as a part

Of her duty to keep calling to the girls under her to
'

Hurry, Hurry,' so as to keep

them up to their work as much as possible,

Maud Orion, in the evidence on this subject, stated as follows :

1

Q. As a supervisor you had knowledge, had you, of the way the young women

worked ?

< A. Yes.
'

Q. Were they worked well within the capacity, or were they worked to the

extreme limit?

-
i A. They were worked to the extreme limit, and more than that in some cases.

'

Q. How do you know ?

'A. Because they would frequently turn round after I would go there and say

they would have an easier time than some of them would give them, but even then

what I gave them they could work no harder, because the numbers had to be taken and

sometimes they couldn't do it ; but they did the best they could.

*

Q. Did you work them harder than you felt inclined to ?

1 A. Yes, quite often I was compelled to.

<

Q. Were you spoken to at any time by any of the day operators or assistant

operators in regard to working them harder ?

'A. You mean assistant chief? Yes, I have been told several times to hurry the

girls more, keep nagging at them continually. There was always somebody at them

continually from the time they got in till they got out. If it wasn't a supervisor it

was a chief, and if it 1 wasn't a chief it was an assistant chief.'
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Isabel Dickson, who had been in the company's service at two different times;

altogether about 4 years, and who was acting as a supervisor, in her evidence, stated :

' I think the girls are altogether too hard worked. They simply had to go as hard
as they could while they were in there. There was nothing else to do. The numbers
were there, and had to be taken, and there was nothing else. If she is not operating
there is somebody there to tell her to hurry.

'

Q. So she is driven ?

' A. Yes, she is driven many of them have to leave their boards because

they are overdone.'

The supervisors, while assisting the operators in making or taking down con-

nections where an operator has more than she can attend to, are also expected to call

out the numbers of subscribers who may be ringing, but who are being delayed in con-

sequence of the number of other calls coming in at the same board, and it is the duty
of any operator who is not busy with her own lines, and who first hears the number
called to immediately

'

plug in
' and make the connection, the lines being, as already

explained, looped throughout the entire board, so that- any .operator can reach any line

called out. While with a view to economy and efficiency this is a necessary and

desirable feature in the work of operating, it will be apparent that where operating

is being carried on at a high rate of speed it contributes another element to the pressure

of work placed upon each operator, and tends to a distribution of the work among
the several operators to the extent of their energies and ability.

These features, all of which have to do with the rate of speed of operating, may
like the hour schedule and switchboard economy be modified in accordance with the

policy of the management; it remains to consider other features incidental to operat-

ing, and which lie more or less beyond the control of a company, but which are also

important factors in determining the intensity of employment, and in particular' the

nervous or other strain involved. For the most part their effect upon the individual

will depend largely upon the individual herself, and will vary according to the tem-

permanent, the physical, nervous and mental condition of the operators, and only in a

secondary manner upon skill.

Mention has been made of the monitors, of which there are two over the whole

service for each five hours. While unseen by the operators, the monitor is in a posi-

tion to follow their work, hear the calls made, the replies given, and to know the manner

in which connections are made. This is effected by means of an observation board,

with which any of the lines of the switchboard may be connected. The system 13

regarded by the company as a necessary check on the operators to see that they attend

strictly and properly to their duties, and is claimed to be essential to the efficiency of

the service. On the other hand, it is contended by the operators that the consciousness

of being, so to speak, under surveillance of this kind contributes an element of strain

to the discharge of their duties.

As already mentioned the glowing of a small lamp affords to the operator the

-signal of a call. Several lamps may glow simultaneously, which would indicate that

several calls have come in from different points at the same moment. The operators'

duty is to answer and make connections in the case of each of these calls as rapidly

as possible. If a subscriber does not receive a prompt answer and becomes impatient

and indicates his impatience by moving the hook of the receiver of his phone up and

down, as is a common practice, this impatience is reflected by the light glowing in-
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termittently, the lamp going out each time the hook is lowered and relighting as soon

as it is in the position it would be with the receiver off the hook. Moreover, a clicking

or banging sound enters the ear of the operator each time the hook of the receiver is

moved up and down.

It was alleged by some of the operators that the glowing of these lamps caused a

strain upon the eyes and that the clicking sound injured the ear, but more particularly

was the consciousness of a number of subscribers awaiting answers, and especially the

consciousness of their impatience as reflected by the intermittent glowing of the lamp
when calls were coming in at too rapid a rate to be properly overtaken, safrd to con-

tribute an element of nervous excitement which enhanced the strain of operating,

especially where an operator was conscientious in the desire to efficiently discharge her

duties. The banging or snapping of the instrument into the ear, which is occasioned

at times where connections are not promptly or are improperly made add, also, an ele-

ment of aggravation.

Another element, kindred in a way, though perhaps more aggravating to a sensi-

tive nature, is found in the hard words and occasional abuse to which operators are at

times subjected by subscribers who may have become inconsiderate through being

obliged to wait some little time for replies.

The possibility of injury arising from shocks is a feature also deserving of con-

sideration. While it did not appear from the evidence given before the commission

that much injury was occasioned from shocks on the Main local exchange, there was

sufficient evidence to show that the possibility of such an occurrence must be more or

less constantly present to the mind of an operator, while the evidence in regard to

injuries received by operators engaged on the long distance lines was quite sufficient

to demonstrate the inevitable risks which are run by young women in this work.

Injuries Received during Discharge of Duties.

The following operators gave evidence as to injuries received by them while in the

discharge of their duties :

Lily Rogers, examined on February 11, 1907, had been in the service since Novem-

ber, 1905. She stated that while on the long-distance two weeks last Friday (making
it January 25), she received a shock and had been under the doctor's care ever since.

'Q. How did you get it?
' A. I do not know.
'

Q. What were you doing at the time ?

' A. Answering a line the King Edward line in the city.

'Q. For long-distance ?

<A. Yes
'

Q. Were you rendered unconscious ?

' A. I think I was, yes When I first got the shock I remember having pains in

my arms. I could not move my arms; they felt kind of drawn up my fingers were

drawn up They sent for the doctor, Dr. Silverthorn, and he went part of the way
home with me in a carriage there was another operator with me.

1

Q. And you have been out of the employ of the company ever since ?

' A. Yes.
'

Q. Unable to work ?

1 A. Unable to work.'
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In cross-examination she gave the following evidence :

'

Q. I am told it was a fine day in Toronto, everything was all right ?

' A. It was'nt from an outside line, it was from an inside line, not outside of
Toronto. It was a line between the Toronto exchange and the King Edward.

%
'

Q. You are not one of the strikers ?

{ A. I was away ill before it commenced.
'
Q. You are not one of the strikers ?

' A. No
*

Q. You haven't made any complaint ?

' A. No.

Laura MacBean, in the employ of the company from 5 to 6 years, who had been

on long-distance, stated that she had received three shocks.

'

Q. What was the result of the first one ?

' A. I was away from the office at the first one.
'

Q. What did the company do for you for that?
' A. They paid everything financially, as far as doctors' bills and giving me my

money.
'

Q. They just paid you your wages and your doctor's bill ?

' A. Yes.
'

Q. Did not give you anything for the injury in addition ?

' A. Oh, no.
'

Q. Then the second time what was the result of that?
1 A. I was away again a month for that
'

Q. No bonus for your injury ?

'A. No.
'

Q. The third time f

' A. Well, of course the last shock was'nt the same as the others, it was just on the

small switchboard down stairs.
'

Q. And wasn't so serious ?

' A. Oh, no.
'

Q. The first shock you were off a month were you absolutely incapacitated ?

' A. Well, with my nerves I was the first one you see was about four years

ago if I remember right.
'

Q. Did you have convulsions as the result of the shock ?

' A. The second shock, yes.'

HaUie Davis gave the following evidence :

'

Q. Did anything happen to you on the long distance ?

' A. Yes, I received a shock
1

Q. You got two shocks when was it you got the first ?

'A. I think it was the week before exhibition (1906). I was off for two weeks.
1 Q So that the company just paid you for the time and paid the doctor and

you had to bear the other expenses yourself ?

' A. I paid my medicine.
'

Q. Were you given anything by way of bonus for damages or anything of that

kind by the company ?

' A. No, I had just my salary paid me.
'

Q. How long after that was it you had another shock ?

1 A. I went back to work on the Monday, and on the following Sunday I was on
from 2 to 10 and worked on the long-distance lines until 4 o'clock, and one of the

supervisors asked me to go over to the recording desk, and the first line I answered

at the recording desk was the main public line and I received another shock. That
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line, I believe, does n't go out of the building at all, but notwithstanding, I got a

shock from it and that was worse than the one on the long-distance.
1

Q. As the result of tfhat Second shock, which came, how soon after you came back
to work ?

1 A. A week after.
'

Q. And you were off duty, how long ?

' A. I think I was off three weeks, an<} three weeks after I called at the office

and I think Miss Flanagan was in charge, and I asked her what time I was the follow-

ing week, and I was 8 to 1, and I went on at 8 o'clock, and I think it was half past 10

or 11 o'clock they had to help me downstairs again. I couldn't stay on Nearly
"four weeks after that I went back between 3 and 4 weeks.

1

Q. When did you have convulsions as a result of that second shock ?
'

A. I don't know if they were convulsions, but some of the girls told me they

were; the spells I took
1

Q. Were your wages and doctor's bill paid this second time ?

' A. Yes.
'

Q. Were you given anything for the injury it had occasioned to you ?

' A. No, just my salary and the doctor's bill paid.
'

Q. Did you pay for your medicine ?

'A. I paid my own medicine with the exception of about two bottles
'

Q. Then, when you went on the long-distance were you told you iwould be likely

to get a shock?

'A. No, I don't remember being told.'

Laura Rockall in her evidence, stated as follows :

'

Q. Did you receive any electrical shocks over the wire ?

* A. Well, I have got pains in the ear like Miss Fiegehan says.
f
Q. Did that affect in any way your nervous condition?

f A. Well just for the moment.
'

Q. Have you known of others to be shocked so as to be off duty and be in con-

vulsions ?

' A. Yes.
1

Q. Did that knowledge in any way affect you ?

1 A. Well, it kind of scared me I was rather afraid of it.'

Emily Richmond gave the following evidence :

'

Q. You got a shock, did you not?

'A. I did in 1905.
'

Q. With the result that you had to go to the doctor?
' A. I did Dr. Anderson, 5 College street, ear specialist.
'

Q. And iwhat was the injury occasioned to you at that time ?

' A. I 'Haven't been able to use my left ear at all.

'

Q. Your left ear is not of any service to you ?

' A. Not at all.'
/

Mention may be made at this point of a feature of operating which might, since

it has to do wth the size of the switchboard, be more properly included perhaps in a

reference to the features of operating which are subject to mechanical limitation at

.the direction of the management ; as, however, it illustrates the physical strain to which

operators may, under certain circumstances, be subjected, its inclusion here may not

be out of place. It has been shown that as subscribers increase in number, unless new

exchanges are opened, the numbers on the switchboard before an operator will con-

tinually increase. At the Main exchange at -Toronto the numbers on the board at the
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time that the commission held its sittings, ran, as has been stated, up to 6,041. A
large number necessitates the holes being* very small in size and close together, which

involves the exercise of considerable care by an operator to avoid the making of (wrong-

connections. The larger the number, the higher of necessity the operating space on

the switchboard extends. At the Main exchange in Toronto it was so high that the

operators were obliged in some cases to stretch considerably in order to reach the

more remote numbers ; in fact, some of them were obliged to stand upon the rungs

of their chair to conveniently do so. This stretching was held to contribute an element

of strain which in some cases was considerable. One operator gave evidence to the

effect that she had lost the use of one of her arms in consequence of the strain. Hilda

Walton, who had been employed since July, 1905, stated :

'

I iwas reaching one day and something happened to my
'

Q. You were reaching for what purpose ?

' A. To put up a connection.
t

Q. On the board and what happened ?

' A. Something snapped in my arm, and I worked through it was one Saturday

morning and I was 28 position, and I was operating and it was a very hard position

to reach, and somehow or other there was a new operator beside me. She was pretty

busy and I was pretty busy and all the board was full of lights and I was stretching

up and there was something snapped in my arm and my arm felt heavy and all that

morning I operated as best I could with my left hand, and went home, and mother tried

to do what she could with the arm, and she felt it was out of place, and Sunday I rubbed

it as much as I could with liniment and so did mother, and Monday I was 7 to 12, and

when I came that morning I found I could not work with the arm at all, so after 12

o'clock I went to the doctor's and he said the ligaments were torn and I would have

to take two (weeks' rest, and I telephoned to Miss , and she said she would speak

to Miss Bogart about it, and Miss Bogart was busy then and couldn't come and speak

to me, and I said I would try and come down Tuesday morning, but I would have to

take the two weeks' rest for the arm, and I came doiwn Tuesday morning and I worked

as best I could, and Miss Bogart gave me permission to take the two weeks' holidays,

and I left off the Tuesday at 12 o'clock, and I came back two days previous to the two

weeks, and my arm isn't any better yet. It is not as painful, of course, for I have

been doctoring as well as I could. I went to the doctor's last Sunday night and he

told me it was no better.
'

Q. How have you to operate now ?

'A. It is pretty hard reaching up. I have to get up on my chair. If I have to

reach high the other operator puts up my connection ....
'

Q. And you have been back now how long?
f A. Have been back since this happened last May.'

In cross-examination she stated:
'

Q. That was the history of your holiday ?

' A. I would never have taken them ; I didn't feel I could very well take the holi-

days at that time, but I had to take them.
1

Q. Did you take your holidays at that time ?

' A. No, I was never paid for it ; it was my own expense.
i

Q. You took the two weeks on account of the straining of the ligaments in youi

arm?
' A. Yes.*****
'

Q. Then you went back in May, and you have been there ever since ?

1 A. All but two weeks' time, in September.
'

Q. You took your holidays after that, did you ?

A. Yes.7
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It was admitted by all of the operators who came from outside points to fill the

places of the operators who went on strike, and who were examined before the com-

mission, that the board at the Main exchange in Toronto was considerably higher than

the boards at which they had been accustomed to operate, and that they found the

strain of operating considerably increased in consequence. It was not denied by the

company's officials that the Toronto board was higher than those in use at other

exchanges, nor was there any attempt to disprove that the higher the board the greater

the tax upon the operator.

Strain upon Special Senses while Operating.

It remains, finally, to consider a feature subjective or personal in kind, and
which is at once the distinguishing and most important element in the work of tele-

phone operating, namely, the extent to which the special senses are called into play

and the manner in which they are required to act, not only continuously, but con-

certedly. This feature calls for special consideration in estimating the strain to which

telephone operators are subjected from the nature of their work.

As has been pointed out, connections on a switchboard are made by inserting a

email plug in a small hole above which the number of the telephone requested appears.

The eye is attracted in the first instance by the glowing of a light which announces the

call. It has then to immediately find upon the switchboard the hole in which it is

necessary to insert the plug to make the desired connection. Similarly, in discon-

necting, the eye detects the extinction of the light, and then seeks on the switchboard

the number with which the connection had been made. This means constant employ-
ment of the muscles of the eye in different directions, and use of the optic nerve. The

ear, in receiving calls, is required to distinguish between a multitude of different

voices, to ascertain at once, and so as to avoid repetition, the number asked for, no

matter how indistinctly or ill-pronounced the number may be; this necessitates con-

stant alertness of the auditory nerve, whilst the vocal organs are scarcely less con-

stantly in use in the answering of calls, the repetition of numbers, and the conducting
of such conversations as may be necessary. The sensations created by the working of

the several senses in this manner, transmit their several messages to the brain, which,

in turn, directs and governs the actions they suggest. The brain is the centre of the

nervous system. A mere statement of the case is sufficient to show that viewed from

this point the rapidity or speed with which operators are called upon to carry on their

work becomes a matter of great concern, regard being had to the mental constitution

and nervous1

system. It is the fact that the special senses are called into operation

so much in combination, that the several activities are all at work at the same time,

which, perhaps, more than anything else, distinguishes telephone operating from that

of any other employment in which women are engaged. It introduces for considera-

tion elements of the first importance from the psychological and physiological stand-

points. In most occupations in which women are employed it is the physical energies

which are primarily taxed in the labour expended. This is the case with most of the

work done in factories. It is so, too, with employment in shops and stores. No other

calling has suggested itself to the commission in which the senses of hearing, speech

and sight appear to be called into play simultaneously to the same extent or required

to be so constantly on the alert. Even in typewriting and telegraphing, to which
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occupations references were made in this connection before the commission there is a

difference. In taking down shorthand a stenographer is required to use the senses of

hearing and sight, but not that of speech. In transcribing shorthand notes upon a

typewriter, neither hearing nor speech are called into play, but merely the sense of

sight. Similarly in telegraphing, a telegrapher in transmitting a message is not re-

quired to use his sense of speech, and may even transmit without using his sense of

hearing, and in receiving a message does so without using his vocal organs. It is this

peculiarity of the work of telephone operating, resulting from a combination of a new

power with a series of new inventions which, as has been said, distinguishes this class

of work from other occupations with which it might otherwise be compared, and which

must be given a first consideration in considering the question of hours and the suit-

ability of women for this class of employment. A fair comparison cannot be drawn

in respect to the intensity of employment between this work and other classes of work

in which the strain is mainly physical, inasmuch as telephone operating differs from

most other female employments not so much in degree as it does in kind, and the ex-

haustion which it entails is not so much physical as mental and nervous, an exhaus-

tion of nervous energy, a depletion of nervous force.

As to the effect upon the health of the operators from any or all of the above

causes which constitute in their combined action the strain of operating, an abundance

of evidence was given before the commission. This evidence concerned, in part, the

experience of the company's officials and the operators under the five-hour system,

and in part the views of leading members of the medical profession in Toronto. A
brief resume of the many facts elicited in this connection cannot fail to be both in-

structive and convincing. It is, in our opinion, impossible to overestimate the value

to be attached to this part of the investigation.

The evidence of the local manager on the effects of operating as carried on under

the 5-hour system was unequivocal. Mr. Dunstan said :

' We have proved absolutely and -conclusively by our records, by our observations,

that the system of high pressure for a short time is absolutely detrimental to the health

of the operators, hard on their nerves, and is a strain from which we determined to re-

lieve them; we have found that it is the pace that kills.'

And elsewhere:

' We decided to adopt what we considered to be the saner, wiser, better policy

of reducing the strain, doing away with the pressure, letting them work moderately
for the usual number of hours. I could illustrate it this way. You could take, if you
will pardon the illustration you could take a horse and drive it at a rapid rate, press

it, push it for two hours every day. You will find your horse will be an absolute wreck.

The same amount of ground or more would be covered by the same horse going at a

moderate rate and the horse would be fresh and unaffected. We have found that it is

the pace that kills.'
'

Q. Were the girls working harder than they should have been asked to work?
' A. In my judgment they were.
'

Q. Were they working so hard that the work they were doing would be likely to

injure their health and their nervous system?
1 A. I think it was injurious.

Asked as to whether the health of the operators prior to 1903 was interfered with

as much as since 1903, Mr. Dunstan replied :

(

Decidedly no.'

'Q. Why?
' A. Simply because they were working under normal conditions. As I said be-
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>

fore it has been found that high pressure is injurious and it is the pace which is nerve

destroying.'

]\Ir. Dunstan admitted that the company had had to call physicians to attend

operators who were suffering from the effects of shocks received upon the line.

Illness Caused by Overwork.

In addition to the evidence as to injuries received from shocks, &c., as above set

out, evidence was given by the following operators as to illness occasioned by over-

work.

Maud Orion gave the following evidence :

'

Q. Have you had occasion to quit work as the result of exhaustion or nervous-

ness?
' A. Well, I have gone home frequently exhausted, and I am always taking nerve

medicines to keep me going, and I am one of the strongest members in the company. . .

'

Q. What has been the result upon the operators of this continuous hard work
for five hours?

1 A. Well, most of them are very nervous exceedingly nervous.
'

Q. Ever anything special happen to any of them?
1 A. They faint, and they are not capable of enjoying themselves the way young

girls should enjoy themselves.
1

Q. Do you know whether any of them have fainted while in the service ?

' A. Oh, yes, quite often in my experience of seven years.

Minnie Hamm answered as follows :

'

Q. You fainted, did you not ? .

' A. I did.
'

Q. What occasioned that ?

C A. Excitement.

'Q. When?
' A. Well, if it is busy, why I think any person gets excited.
'

Q. That is, it was the excitement of being extremely busy ?

'A. Yes
'

Q. How many times did you faint ?

' A. Three times, I think.
'

Q. And did you faint any time during the strike ?

<A. I did.. ..".. ..
'

Q. Nobody interfering with you ?

' A. Not interfering with me
'

Q. And which one (faint) was the result of the excitement due to overwork ?

'A. The one before (the strike).

Theresa Corcoran answered :

1

Q. How did you find it on the local board, under the conditions as they existed

when you were there?
1 A. Well, I could not stand it at all. I intended leaving and Miss Bogart asked

me if I would try long distance.********
'

Q. Then why did you leave that and go to the King Edward ?

' A. Well, I was very run down, and I left the company altogether.
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1

Q. That is, you got entirely run down as the result of the work on the long dis-

tance ?

' A. Yes.

-Mr. Cassels. She did not say that.

'

Q. Was it as the result of the work on the long distance ?

' A. Yes, I was very run down, nothing else to run me down/

Maria Strong gave the following evidence :

{

Q. And during the time you were working under the five hours, did you find you
could work right along without any inconvenience at all ?

* A. It was very trying at times.
;

Q. With the result that what happened to you ?

; A. I had a hysterical fit one day; I was taken downstairs by Miss Irwin.
1

Q. When was that ?

1 A. That was about May, I think, of last year.
'

Q. You were away about seven weeks at that time?

'A. Yes.
1

Q. As a result of the break down that was occasioned then?
' A. Yes, my nerves were all upset.'
'

Q. And you didn't go back for about seven weeks ? Then when you came back,
how long did you work there then '.

1 A. I worked in the Main exchange to about the 1st of July or the last of June,

May until July.
;

Q. Then what did you do ?

1 A. I went to Parkdale.
'

Q. That was easier ?

'A. Yes.
'

Q. You were not able to stand the strain ?

1 A. No, sir, I couldn't stand the work in the Main at all
'

Q. What has been the result of your working at Parkdale; have you recovered

your health in any way?
' A. Of course the work was much lighter and I recovered, but I am not altogether

right yet. My nerves have never been the same since.

(Witness had left the service on the 20th December, 1906.)

Laura Roekall:

*_'.*', f

#'-
I

Q. You had to leave as the result of your physical condition ?

< A. Yes.
'

Q. What has occasioned that ?

I 1 claimed it was over excitability. I went on the long distance line, and the
outside town that I was talking to and the confusion around the room, why it was
the account of my illness. I left about the latter end of July and returned November
13.

'Did it take you all that time to recover ?

1 A. Well, I felt I wasn't able to return to duty to perform my duty properly.

Emily Richmond:

'

Q. When did you take to wearing glasses ?

1 A. Five years ago.
i

Q. What occasioned it ?

' A. Well, the optician said it was a nervous strain.'
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In cross-examination she gave the following evidence:
' Q May I ask when you took to glasses ?

1 A. A couple of years after I went in.

Q. And who was your oculist, who recommended these glasses ?

<A. Ryries
1

Q. Your work was straining your eyes, isn't that the reason ? What I want to get
at is this, he recommended glasses so as not to overstrain your eyes; I suppose that is

what it comes to ?

' A. I suppose so.

How the element of strain was viewed by the physicians who gave testimony

before the commission will appear from the resume which follows of the testimony

given by each.
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VI. THE OPINIONS OF LEADING PHYSICIANS.

Evidence of physicians before Commission. Special points to which attention was
directed. Summaries of evidence of following physicians: Dr. Murray MacFar-
lane, Dr. William Britton, Dr. Alexander Davidson, Dr. Charles Sheard, Dr.
William Oldright, Dr. Walter McKeown, Dr. James Forfar, Dr. James M. Ander-
son, Dr. William H. Alexanders Dr. Gideon Silverthorn, Dr. Richard A. Reeve,
Dr. John F. Uren, Dr. G. Herbert Burnham, Dr. Charles Trow, Dr. William B.

Thistle, D)r. William P. Caven, Dr. Charles R. Clark, Dr. J. M. McCallum, Dr.

James M. Foster, Dr. Robert Dwyer, Dr. John Noble, Dr. Alexander McPhedran,
Dr. Alexander Primrose, Dr. A. R. Pyne, Dr. Alton Garratt, Dr. Campbell Meyers.

TWENTY-SIX
medical practitioners gave evidence before the Commission. Of this

number six appeared at the request of the parties, the remainder were subpoenaed

at the instance of the Commission from among physicians of the city whom it was

believed could speak with the authority and from a wide range of experience.

The physicians subpoenaed were nearly all selected from the medical faculty of the

University of Toronto, and were without exception among the leading members of the

profession in the city. A larger number were summoned and attended for the purpose

of giving testimony, but the evidence given was for the most part so much in accord

on the main points at issue, that it was deemed unnecessary to prolong the inquiry

by a further examination of medical witnesses. In no case had the Commission any

knowledge of the probable trend of the evidence to be given until hearing the testi-

mony as delivered.

To secure a careful consideration of the matters on which it was specially desired

to have an opinion, a memorandum containing mention of the following points was

given to each witness some time prior to his examination.

'The effect

1

(a) Under 5 hour system high pressure.
1

(b) Under 5 hour system low pressure.
'

(c) Under 8 hour system high pressure.
c

(d) Under 8 hour system low pressure.

'

Upon
1
1. Optic nerve by lights finding places for connections.

'
2. Auditory nerve from calls, buzzing, shocks, &c.

'
3. Vocal organs continuous calling of numbers.

'
4. Physical system Length of sitting head and chest gear, reaching.

'
5. Nervous system from above cause operating together and continuously.

'

If accentuated by system of observation boards, monitors, supervisors, com-

plaints of subscribers, &c.'

The following summaries are taken from the evidence of these witnesses given

after visiting the premises of the Telephone Company and watching the operators
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performing the duties required of them. Of necessity, the summaries are brief. We
would strongly recommend a careful persual of the evidence itself.

Dr. Murray MacFarlane, eye and ear specialist, 15 or 16 years in Toronto, had
treated a considerable number of these employees of the Telephone Company suffer-

ing from eye strain principally, also from nervous affection of the ear, did not find

any disease due particularly to the flashing of the lights, and the switchboard,

watching the lights continually is more or less hard on the eyes, helps to increase the

strain, 5 hours work too long ; one stretch of 5 hours easier than two stretches of

four hours; two stretches of three hours easier, as there is longer time to recuperate.

Eye, ear and throat are all strained in this work, and the brain interpreting the

operation of the three would use up energy, sitting in one position objectionable,

putting up plugs physical exertion, increases the strain. Eight hours with an inter-

val too hard, sooner have 5 hours work, and it over with.

Dr. William BriUon, practising 81 years, Toronto, representative of the Univer-

sity of Toronto and Medical Council, attended employees. Many suffering from
nervous debility occasioned by the strain of that particular work, so far as he could

determine, upon the nervous system, which includes the senses of hearing, speaking,

seeing and using arms causing too much strain upon the nerve centre, the brain; 5

hours continuous work at the extreme limit of speed with headgear on, sitting in a

chair.would have a deleterious effect upon the constitution and nervous system. Not

only are the special senses active but there is the closest of attention apparently
which can't be kept up for any length of time without affecting the nervous system
to some degree. Not a wholesome employment no matter what length of hours 5

hours under the conditions stated is a great deal too much, where there is delay in

giving necessary relief, exceedingly dangerous. A large number of the operators as

seen by me at work looked as though they should have been at home resting ; their

faces showed indications of weakness on account of the strenuous employment in

their own interest as well as future posterity 5-hour system, low pressure well with-

in capabilities of operator would be reasonable
;
4 hours high pressure continuously,

1 hour interval, 4 hours again, great deal worse than 5 hours high pressure continu-

ously ; 5 hours high pressure would require a long period of rest ; 19 hours, for rest,

sleep and helpful recreation ; 20 minutes rest in each of the 4-hour periods of the day
,not sufficient, wouldn't afford much relief to the nervous system; 2| hours in the

forenoon, an hour rest, 2 hours in the afternoon would be some better than 5 hours
continuous. The period of work should be divided with a rest. Finding holes

greater strain on eyes than lights although lights a constant strain upon the eyes.

Placing plug in socket not entirely automatic, switchboard divided into sections

of 100 each, and each subdivision 8 inches long and 2 inches deep contained 100

holes 20 in a row these 20 subdivided into 5's but indications showing the

divisions between the 5's
, require close strain of eye to see that subdivision. If

evei automatic only after a tremendous strain for a considerable period of time. The
frequent buzzing in the ear and flashing of lights would be injurious to the nerve

centre and also if subscriber found fault with operator. Vocal organs not affected as

much as the auditory or optic nerves although it would help to tire the whole system.

Reaching for the high numbers (would injuriously affect the nervous system. Erom
noticing a good many cases that came before me, I have been led to the conclusion

that the service is exacting; in a number of cases of young ladies whom I had known
as the physician of the family, before they entered into the telephone service and
were apparently healthy, after a length of service in the telephone office, I had to

prescribe for them for various types of nervous debility, and my advice to the ma-

jority of them was to discontinue the work. The constant listening and keen buzzing
means a state of tension of the nervous system all the time ; 15 minutes relief would
be a very slight one. The girls sit upright in their chairs, far back, with head in-

clined slightly forward; none standing up, 20 minutes relief in the 4 hours in morn-
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ing, 1 hour for lunch and 20 minutes relief in the 4 hours in the afternoon not very

helpful, although helpful to some degree ; not as good as 5 hours straight. Have

quite often seen nervous hysteria from this nervous strain to the telephone girls.

Above all the uninterrupted close vision which has been called strenuous, and (worry

cannot be dissociated from their work so very closely watched. A reduction of

the lines from 120 to 115 not much value, only 4 per cent.

Dr. Alexander Davidson practising 25 years. Five hours continuous quick
operation mcst strenuous upon the constitution, sufficient to injure it and the nervous
system. Would never advise any one to go into this occupation if they could earn
their living by any other means equally respectable. Average calls about 360 an hour.
With the experience I have had with patients who have consulted me, and with what
I .-aw yesterday of the activity with which they work, and the conditions under which
they were acting, I should think that 2 or 3 years would have a very serious effect

upon many of the individuals whose faces I saw there yesterday. Those I treated
were suffering from the wearing down of the nervous system. Five hours continuous
service extreme limit of service low pressure far better than 8 hours with reliefs

of 20 minutes, one hour, and 20 minutes during the day. Five hours with relief of

one hour at the end of the first 2 hours should be all that ought to be expected from
the operator. Flashing of lights and making connections with the dazzle of the

switchboard holes very trying on the optic nerve. Continuous calling of the sub-

scriber and supervisor, a great strain on the auditory nerves. Vocal chords as used
not very heavy. All contribute to the debilitating of the nervous system, as also the

physical strain in reaching and sitting still continuously in one position. Twenty
minutes relief in the 4 hours slight, not long enough to give recuperation. Don't
think of any other kind of employment open to women which for the same period of

time is as exhausting. All the several activities at work at the same time have a very

trying effect on the nervous system.

Dr. Charles Sheard, 14 years medical health officer for the city of Toronto, chairman
of the Provincial Board of Health. The condition under which the telephone girls

operate, the speed required of them, the supervisors hurrying up the girls who are

compelled to sit for 5 hours and not allowed to stand, but compelled to sit up straight,
make it a most extremely severe service. Girls having received shocks would add the
increment of fear to others. Five hours continuous work at high pressure far too long,
and in a short time would simply rack and ruin and destroy the nervous system and
constitution of the operator. All high pressure in the telephone system. Increased

length of hours should call for an added increase of pay and increasing the pay from
$18 to $20 and $20 to $22.50, for the increased 78 hours, or say 3 cents and a fraction

per hour, is absolutely contemptible. Board and lodging for those in the station

from which operators are taken costs $5 to $7 per week, and the wages as increased

insufficient to keep them decently. Wages should be $10 a week, and the better oper-
ators increased proportionately about $15. Eight-hour period with reliefs of 20

minutes, 1 hour and 20 minutes too long although about same effect as 5 hours straight.
Five hours with a relief of them at end of first 2 hours would be more approaching
the proper system that should prevail. Twenty minutes is a very trifling rest, although
of some use. Know of no other occupation which constitutes as great a nervous strain

as this is. Have given some consideration to this matter since the trouble arose.

Dr. William Oldright, 40 years practising, Toronto, Professor of Hygiene in

Toronto University and Professor of Clinical Surgery. A very trying service, the

continuous and constant attention for calls when the operator has to have her ear on

the-^lert and even when there isn't a call sounding in her ear, she is waiting intently

to take such a call; she has got to remember the number that is asked for when it is

first given to her; she has to memorize that, and she has continually to watch the

lamps going in and out, and then there is added to that a very trying element, the
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fact that some people who don't understand what the telephone switchboard is think

that the operator ought to be sitting there attending to that one person, and they

occasionally get annoyed. She is asked questions such as, Has she wakened up? Has
she got back yet? Which, of course, adds to the annoyance and confusion, and all

adding to the nervous strain. It is an advantage to operators to speak as they do,

rather than otherwise, as it assists the memory and doesn't injure the voice. Their

class of work is unfairly high pressure work. School teachers not supposed to teach

more than 6 hours a day, even if that much, in the country, and 5 hours in the city.

The telephone work more strenuous and harder on the mental system (than teaching).
Five hours quite enough, with an interval of rest, say 2| hours' work, an hour off, and
2 hours' work, fair and reasonable, far preferable than 8 hours with the three reliefs.

Five hours straight, injurious. Nervous system particularly sensitive to strain be-

tween the ages of 17 and 25 as against any other period of life, and effect of strain

may appear later than that time.

Dr. Walter McKeown, 16 years practice in Toronto. Have had telephone operators
as patients suffering from nervous exhaustion. Five hours extreme limit for such
service with a break in it of an hour. In 8-hour system, the 20 minutes relief would
not add very much to the rest, although better than 8 hours with only 1 hour relief.

It is the most exacting service I can conceive of, and would have the effect that these

girls burn up more energy than they produce, and the time will come when they will

have a period of nerve exhaustion resulting from the use, at such high pressure, of the

eye, ear, mouth and the arms and the body, and the reaching and stretching and the

additional fact that they have got to think constantly. It is not automatic. The
only occupation like it is that of railway mail clerks, who only work each alternate day.
The worst condition there, is their sitting so close together that they must inhale each

others breath. I think operators can't stand more than 3 years life of such service

on an average. I have given the question considerable consideration, and for that

reason I know of nothing where the nervous strain is as great. You have to use the

eye and the brain constantly, and then you have a physical exertion, and taking it

altogether, I know of no other occupation that requires that at such high pressure,
and when fear is added it would magnify the difficulty. They were going as fast as

they could possibly work.

Dr. James Forfar, practising 17 years, Toronto. Treated telephone girls for

nervous strain and run-down constitution ; rather depleted condition. One I remember
had a sore on her ear and nervous troubles connected with it

; couldn't wear the head-

gear. On B circuit I counted the number of calls taken by an operator, 18 in one

minute, which would make 1,080 in an hour. Mr. Maw said they were working at low

pressure. Five hours long enough, and at that rate of speed it would be too much.

Should not be continuous and should have relief when needed ; (without that, injurious

to the nervous system and constitution generally; would suggest 1| fours' work, J

hour rest, then an hour's work, an hour for lunch, and then 1^ hours again, with half

hour rest, and finish up with another hour ; or, say, 2 hours' work with an hour relief,

and then 2 hours' work. Wouldn't advise the five hours straight, but would prefer

it to the eight hours with an intermission of an hour. The eight hours (with 20 min-

utes relief in the middle of the first four hours, then an hour relief. Twenty minutes

in the middle of the second four hours would be intense, although better than the

eight hours, but not as good as the five hours straight. The switchboard was 3 feet

high by my rule; operator would have to reach up to her limit, eight sections of 9-

inch scale=72 inches one way. The work is injurious to the eyesight in several ways.

The flashing of the lights.and finding the little holes and plugging in, I think, would

be injurious; produces headache constantly looking at the holes and prevents rest, so

much so that they cannot sleep when they go home; calling out in their sleep No.

so-and-so, showing the nervous strain, and others have told me that they couldn't eat

well, a common thing for a nervous person. Take the ears; there is that constant
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cracking sound in the ear by a careless subscriber or somebody calling up a number
and snapping these poor girls there from morning till night, and calling them even
names that they should not hear, and even swearing at them, and listening to language
not fit for any lady to hear. They are compelled to listen to these things. Reaching
is hard and injurious to them; to be sitting all the time in one position; not being
able to get up, and not being able tp be relieved when asked for.

Dr. Jos. M. Anderson, practising 20 years, Toronto, specialist in eye, ear, nose and
throat. Treated a number of telephone girls, mostly for eye troubles, headache and
nervous troubles. Business of a telephone operator is the most trying of any I have
ever seen so far as it affects the eyes, and through the eyes the general system. Three
hours twice a day full safe limit of service, with two hours', at least, rest between tho

two. periods. Work broken up by intermission during the eight hours better than 5

hours straight, and less injurious; if only one hour intermission between the two

periods of four hours more injurious than five hours straight. The 20 minutes' relief

in the two periods of four hours a great deal better than the eight hours (with one hour,

but not of much service and not much difference from the five hours straight, although
somewhat better. The periods not long enough for rest; five hours divided into two

periods with an hour for lunch better than^ any of the other propositions, and an

operator might do that, but the others would be too great a strain upon her. After a

service of three or four years would expect to find an exhausted womanhood and unfit

for any strenuous work and harmful upon the future motherhood.

Dr. William H. Alexander, Practising 11 years, Toronto. Treated quite a few

patients who worked in the telephone company for throat, chest, nervous troubles and

headaches, resulting from too long continued nervous strain and not being alloiwed to

obey the calls of nature when necessary. Five hours too long without a rest between.

Operating for two or three years in this way would result in a very much disturbed

condition, and if persisted in would lead to a nervous prostration and nervous break-

down. Average girl should not remain longer than three years at it, and then would

not be in a condition to perform the ordinary occupations of womanhood satisfac-

torily. Five hours with a break of 1| hours or two hours' rest between two sections

of 2J hours each would be maximum of hours' labour. Twenty minutes' rest in the

eight-hour plan makes no substantial difference, as it wouldn't be a complete letting

alone. Don't know of any other occupation which is open to women that necessitates

as great a nervous strain upon the nervous system as this telephone operating. Ner-

vous system particularly sensitive to strain at the ages at which the operator? are

generally employed, somewhere between 17 and 25, and adverse effects are likely to

make themselves known after the end of a year or two or three years, and partly later

in life.

Dr. Gideon Silverthorn, practising 15 years, Toronto. Treated patients who were

operators for the telephone company. Four cases of electric shocks in summer or

autumn of 1906; operators on long-distance. The four operators attended for shocks

were Miss Davis, Miss MacBean, Miss Fiegehen and Miss Rogers. At the time of

strike attended a number of cases suffering from hysterics, a nervousness occasioned

by the condition on that day. One had been working from 8 to 4; I was there from
4 to 6, there again in the evening quarter to 9 ; three were suffering same as those in

in the afternoon. There the following day; one suffering. Attended Miss Davis for

shock; for her to go back to work after receiving shock it would be a nerve-racking

occupation; recovery from shock slow, and she (was anxious to go back to work every

day, and I tried to persuade her not to go. I think typewriting would be perhaps as

great a strain on the nervous system.
This witness refused to give any expert testimony, as he claimed he had not been

retained as an expert and not paid fees as an expert. He had attended all the above
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cases at the request of the telephone company and had been paid by the company for

such services.

Dr. Richard A. Reeve, Dean of the Faculty of Medicine of the University of Tor-

onto and President of the British Medical Association, Specialist in Diseases of the

Ear and Eye, timed one or two operators, one that only required to answer six calls in

a minute (on the A board). Others not so many, and I think others more 6 in a

minute equals 360 in an hour the rapid use of the hand and the eyes, the connected

use of the eye and the ear and the hand is certainly trying work. Can't recall any oc-

cupation just of a nature that would enable me to make a comparison. It taxes the

two special senses, hearing and seeing, then the mind has to be on the qui vive, alert

all the time, and one has to guide the plugs into the proper holes, &c. Five hours con-

tinuous service high pressure not so severe as 8 hours' service with an hour for meals,
the two twenty minutes' relief in the 8 hours' service would hardly atone for the extra

strain upon the nervous system from the prolonged hours. If the load same, 5 hours
work preferable to the 7 hours and 20 minutes, and if 5 hours divided into 2 periods
with an hour's rest between, more preferable. Good wages should be paid, as opera-
tors require in a certain sense to be experts. The work has no special effect on the

optic nerve, I think it taxes the nervous force. The sight and the hearing and then
the concentrated attention. A sort of mental strain, and would be a tax upon the ner-

vous energy of the individual and would tend to deplete it. Work only partly mechani-
cal. Execution of the work requires that one should be rather quick-witted, I think.

There is mental strain, and 5 hours work sitting there at full strain would be too great
for these operators. It is the concerted action that makes the work more trying.

Dr. John F. Uren. Attended telephone girls for fainting caused by heat and ex-

haustion, have record of 4 times some years ago, paid by the company. Service is

very exacting, 5 hours quite exhausting and injurious. Eight hours' service with one

hour of rest would be harder. Would prefer the 5 hours straight to the 8 hours with

two 20 minutes' relief and the one hour for lunch. Five hours divided into two periods

of 2 hours with one hour intermission much more preferable to the straight 5 hours

and quite enough to be exacted from an operator. The effect upon the nervous system
is through the eyes and ears and operating generally. Would prefer lesser load for

the 7 hours and 20 minutes work than the 5 hours with high pressure.

Dr. G. Herbert Burnham, practising twenty years, Toronto, Member of the Faculty

of Toronto University, -filling Chair of Ear and Eye. Telephone work is an arduous

calling and requires the nervous system to be kept on the constant stretch, and there-

fore the hours should riot be long without a decided intermission. Term of five hours

spoken of without intermission is too long. With an intermission of an hour or so is

a decided improvement and would not be too onerous. The. eight hours with the two

20-minute reliefs and one hour for lunch I would consider a very unsatisfactory ar-

rangement if I were an operator. The work is a strain upon the nervous system as

a whole, through the eye and through the ear they are both employed at ,the same time

actively ; looking in a number of different directions rapidly in succession is one factor

in regard to the strain, and the other factor is that they know they must be continu-

ously on the alert. Must answer questions at once. No hesitation at all. They are

unable to relax, sitting five hours at a stretch is too long. The utmost stretching of

their arms is a little too great, it is not so much mental exertion as it is mental worry

by reason of the alertness they have to keep their nervous system in.

Dr. Charles Trow, practising in Toronto 17 or 18 years, Professor of Ophthalmology
and Otology, Eye and Ear work in the Faculty of Medicine, Toronto University.

Time should be 5 hours with the hour rest in the middle. Average girl would not last

8 hours a day with a heavy load, loo much even with an intermission of an hour. The
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service is very onerous and a continued strain with whatever relief they have given
them in reduction of load. A woman's nature is peculiarly sensitive to reproaches and
to words at any time, and that would intensify the nervousness of their calling. Young
girls should not work as long as if they were older, as their nervous system is more

susceptible to strain and an injury to the nervous system at their particular age is

apt to prove more injurious than a similar injury at a later stage. The fact that there

is a muscular exertion required in connection with their work and that the eye and
ear play their part acting in a concerted way to the degree in which they do, would

have an effect upon the nervous system.

Dr. William B. Thistle, practising 18 years,, Toronto, Associate Professor of

Clinical Medicine, Toronto University. Five hours in a stretch involves rather too

much strain upon all the functions hearing, sight, and all upon their nervous sys-

tem, and result in a general deterioration of health, resulting, if continued, in various

functional disturbances. Might result in nervous breakdown. Five hours on a stretch

for 2 or 3 years would cause deterioration in health. Four hours' work, 1 hour for

lunch, 4 hours work, would be harder than the 5 hours; 20 minutes relief in each of

the 4 hours would be a slight relaxation, and in that way it would be an improvement
on the straight 4 hours ; the 5 hours straight leaves the greater opportunity for relaxa-

tion ;
2 or 3 hours would be about as long as a girl ought to continue work without a

period of relaxation, or 5 or 6 hours broken into two periods with an hour or an hour

and a half intermission. The service is such a strain upon the sight, hearing, speech

and muscles of the arms and body that it is nerve-exhausting. It is the period that

she is on duty with her faculties on the alert constantly that is more important than

the volume of work done. A woman's nervous system is peculiarly sensitive to strain

between the ages of IT and 25, more -so than later in life. That is during the period
of the 'teens. Impatience of subscriber when not answered as quickly as possible would

be an additional annoyance and add to the worry, and the action of the supervisors

walking between the operator to assist them when too large a number of calls coming
in, and also to see that they do their work promptly, and the fact that there is a listen-

ing board at which a person appointed by the company may keep check on the manner
in which they are answering calls, would add to the anxiety of the position and play

a part in the strain. Can't think of any other occupation open to women in which

there is the same strain upon the nervous system as there is in that of telephone oper-

ating, for the same period of time.

Dr. William P. Caven, practising 20 years, Toronto, Associate Professor of Clinical

Medicine in Toronto University. Calculated speed of operator within 200 or 300 calls

an hour. It is an automatic sort of service so far as I can judge, but it is a very

straining one upon some parts.. The eye would be the main difficulty. It would keep

special tension up so far as the special senses, eye and ear were concerned. The audi-

tory apparatus must always be on the alert. The muscles of the eye are used while the

head is almost perfectly still, increasing the strain on the nervous system. More of a

nerve straining than a muscular thing, and would lead more quickly to a depletion of

nerve force. Five hours' s?rvice would b? ample, which the system would fairly recover

from with the rest given by the other hours of the 24; 5 hours with an hour's inter-

mission in the middle. The 20 minutes' relief in each of the 4 hours with one hour

intermission between the 4 hours would be a greater strain than 2 hours and inter-

mission and 2i hours, and a greater strain than the straight 5 hours. The 20 minutes

intermission would be a material benefit. Those nerves that have their centre in the

brain are the-ones that are on tension and doing th^ work. I would rather have a short

day and be done with it than a long dragged out day, because the nerves are there on

the strain anyway anticipating and waiting there. It is the length of time rather

than the number of calls that I emphasize. A woman's nervous system is peculiarly

s usitive to strain at 17 or 21, more than at any oter time, and an injury to the
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nervous system at that time would be more serious and be more easily made and have
greater effect upon the constitution. Know of no other occupation open to women in

which there is the same strain during- the same period of work that there is in this of

telephone operating. Know of nothing else where the tension is so high for the length
of time that it is on the special nerves I have spoken of. It is not one requiring high
mental capacity.

Dr. Charles R. Clark, Medical Superintendent of the Toronto Asylum, formerly

Superintendent of the Kingston Asylum., Graduate of Toronto University, 1878. Five
hours a day would be a pretty severe day a full day, to be divided into two with a good
period of rest of an hour. The 8 hours, and 7 hours and 20 minutes,, no relief from
the 5 hours straight. Five hours straight would be a strain on the nervous system.
Work not automatic, only to a limited extent. It requires a mental effort every time.

Nervous strain is intense and would react on the physical health in a marked way
after 3 years' service, and might pass on to the next generation in a more striking

way than even in the present generation. I am basing that statement on my every-

day experience with just such cases, having an experience on that kind of thing for

several years.

'

Q. You think it would be passed on the future generation ?

'A. That is wha*t I preach all the time.
'

Q. Then that being the case, do you believe that it is in the interests of the state

that it should be prevented, if possible?
' A. It should be regulated and carefully overlooked.
'

Q. And the over-straining prevented ?

' A. Yes.
'

Q. Then in your mind that is the duty of the State ?

1 A. I think so.
1

Q. And do you think that your 2 hours with an hour and 2 hours would ob-

viate that?
' A. I think so.
'

Q. And that would be a remedy for the improper condition existing at the present
time?

1 A. Yes.
' I think this whole question would be far more satisfactorily settled by a series of

careful investigations made along a period of several months. I think far more valuable

opinions would be arrived at in connection with that. The girls there, their general

appearance, would suggest to me a nervous strain and that it was .an occupation re-

quiring a great deal of nervous energy. Nervous breakdown is the cause of mental

derangement. There is always a physical basis for mental disease in every case, and

the results are only too well known.
'

Q. Do you think if you had the opportunity of conducting some detailed investi-

gations into the condition of these operators that your opinion would likely be changed

materially from that you have expressed this morning?
' A. I don't think so.

The nervous system of a woman would be peculiarly sensitive to nervous strain

between the ages of 17 and 25, more so probably than at any other time. It is the

most strenuous occupation I have ever seen. The strain is there whether the calls are

there or not. The attention is always occupied and the strain is there.

Dr. J. M. McCallum, practising in Toronto since 1886, professor of therapeutics

and teacher in connection with diseases of the eye and ear in Toronto University.

Have treated some of the telephone operators suffering from their eyes, caused by

strain. Five hours is certainly close to the maximum. I would prefer it divided in

two equal periods, with a period of rest in between, say an hour or an hour and a

half. An operator has to be there all the time, whether answering calls or waiting for

calls, 5 hours continuous service better than the 8 hours or 7 hours and 20 minutes.
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Result of work would be nerve-fagged and might be a nervous break-down if 5 hours
continued for two or three years. The optic nerve and the nerve governing the ocular
muscles are elements necessary to be considered, also the lights.

' We know practically
that changes in illumination from dark to light do irritate the optic nerve, and that
is going on there all the time. Another tning that struck me was, I said to myself,
was it automatic, but I did not think by watching that it was. I did not think they
could tell where that light was without really looking at it closely.

'

Q. Those lights are liable to flash any where along the board ?

' A. Yes.
'

Q. And of course they would have to 'make thoroughly sure of the number, they
would have to look at the board, I would imagine ?

' A. The thing that struck me about it was in that very time whether it was
automatic or not. I watched the girls there, and I saw the girls deliberately run their

hands along and count the numbers, I asked how long these girls had been there and

they told me two years and two years and a half; then I came to the conclusion _if a

girl who had been there for three years had to search for it that way, it could not be

automatic, and there was that strain upon the optic nerve and the muscles of the eyes
to get at those accurately ; I saw difficulty in fitting the plug in, they seemed to scruti-

nize it closely to get that.
7

Flashing in of the light has an irritating effect and in that way injurious. The
nerves governing the extra ocular muscles which focus the eye upon the object looked

upon are the nerves where the greatest part of the strain comes. The sound kept up
for hours must have an effect on the auditory nerves and if for long hours, an in-

jurious effect might cause deafness. The possibility of receiving shocks would add
to the nervous strain, effect on vocal organs not much. Their sitting position is

cramped and for that reason the time should be shortened. Beaching added to the

physical fatigue. The effect upon the nervous system is through the nerves of the

eye and the auditory nerves; the reaching is subsidiary, operating together causes

the difficulty. The memorandum (set out above) assisted me in directing my atten-

tion to the various things to observe, there is nothing there (mem.) that had not

occurred to me, except about the vocal organs; that is the only one that had not

occurred to me at all. There is no other occupation that I have seen, in which women

may be engaged, that occasions quite the same strain to the nervous system as this of

telephone operating.

Dr. James M. Forster, Assistant Superintendent of the Mimico Asylum, engaged

20 years in asylum work. The telephone service is a very severe one, attention is so

keenly fixed both by eye and ear and operating by hand ; 5 hours continuous service

at high pressure a full day's work, and if continued for two or three years, I should

look for nervous manifestations of different kinds. Nervous breakdown, neurasthenia,

hysteria and other nervous disorders, resulting from nerve depletion. If 5 hours

divided into two periods of 2 hours each with an hour's intermission would material-

ly assist ; the 20-minute reliefs would be a minor benefit. Know of no occupation

open to women that demands quite the same strain upon their constitution as this of

telephone operating.

Dr. Robert Dwyer, practising Toronto since 1891, for 7 years Superintendent of

St. Michael's Hospital, now visiting Physician, Associate Professor of Clinical Medi-

cine in Toronto University. Four or five hours would be the maximum of work I

would consider for telephone girls on account of the extraordinary tension of most of

the faculties that the operator is under ; would divide the 5 hours into two equal

periods with an hour and a half at least between. Operators would deteriorate with

the 5 hours continuous work. Eight-hour service divided into two with an interval

of one hour would render work more injurious ; 20 minutes relief in each of the

4-hour periods would be no material relief, not long enough for the operators to re-
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cuperate from exhaustion. Five hours continuous work would be preferable to either

and easier on the operator. I find the service intense all the time. Five hours
continuous service for two or three years would somewhat injure the nervous system
of the average operator, the more so, if say, 17, 18 or 19 years of age. If load made
so that operator could be working continuously within her ability, it would be better

for her than if she was at times waiting, expecting calls this thing has very far-

reaching effects the Telephone Company nor the doctors who see the operators do
not see the final result ; after these girls have gone on for four or five years and served

tlie company, and they get married or for other purposes leave, then they turn out

badly in their future domestic relations. They break down nervously and have
nervous children, and it is a loss to the community.

1

Q. Do vou think it would be the duty of the state to legislate in matters of this

Hnd?
' A. Very decidedly, that is our experience in the hospitals, especially in the

study of nervous diseases, and it is becoming a serious problem. It is this sort of thing
that is laying the foundations of the asylums, and it is dealing with this question now
that will prevent the building of asylums and the loss of people to the community.

*

Q. The reason, we are going into this matter so fully is that we feel the serious-

ness of the question.
' A. You are' quite right, too.
1

Q. And you think that an injury to the nervous system of the woman is likely

to have ail injurious effect upon her offspring?
' A. Very decidedly we have that from every practitioner in medicine, it is

becoming a serious problem to know what to do with these nervous prostrations, as

they are called, of every grade and degree. They go on and on many of them live

years of misery and unhappiness, and many terminate in insanity. Apparently there

is no sharp line of distinction between insanity and health, we get all grades of simple

nervous prostration, and that is seriors.
'

Q. Do you think between the years of 17 and 25, which are the years we are told

at which most of the girls lea\ s the service of the company, they are particularly

sensitive to a strain?
' A. Yes, they are really not developed, they are not fully developed either mentally

or physically until they are at least 20 or 21. Seventeen is a young age for a girl to

go into such work as that at all. The women are a very important factor in the wel-

fare of the state and ought to be protected.
1

Q. The information which you have given to the commission this morning is

that a matter of theory or is it based upon facts and conditions as you have seen them ?

* A. Facts, as I have seen, not alone here, but in my experience seen very mucb

of too.
'

Q. Do you think you have seen enough of the facts to express the opinion con-

fidently which you have given this morning?
' A. I do.'

Dr. John Noble, practising 17 years in Toronto. A telephone operator's work is

more strenuous that a school teacher's, I think it is as strenuous \as an examiner of

papers at an examination. I think it is as strenuoiis as a shorthand reporter

School teachers usually work from 4| to 5 hours a day, with Saturday and Sunday

off; 2 months vacation in summer, and 2 weeks at Christmas; no night work, and

regular hours. Five hours should be the outside limit, divided into two period^ of 2i

liours each, with an hour between; 20 minutes relief not much use, it is better than

nothing, but it takes longer than that to get the nervous system quieted. I think that

after 5 years continuous work in the telephone office, with the hours and under the

conditions that are existing there, that she would be disqualified to become a wife and

mother If we are to pile so much work on young women it will exhibit

itself in the future generation, and I believe that is the reason of such a marked in-
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crease in insanity and such a marked increase in nervous prostration all over the
country.

'

Q. What would be the effect on the future generation ?

t A. They will have epilepsy and all sorts of nervous diseases.

Dr. Alexander McPhedran, practising 29 years, Toronto, Professor of Medicines
in Toronto University:

1

Q. Having in mind the service you saw the operators performing and the con-
dition under which they performed that service, so far as you have been able to come
to a conclusion, will you tell us what you think would be a proper number of hours

per 24 hours for such an occupation ?

1 A. It would depend on two or three conditions, on the amount of service to be
rendered during the time of service, the number of answers to be given, the pressure
to be brought to bear and the physical condition under which they have to render it.

The board is too high at present, the girl has to sit all the time, it should be arranged
so that she could stand or sit, as she chose. The atmosphere should be specially given
attention to, because the nerve strain is rather tense, and the atmosphere ought to be
changed. Would take a number and examine them before and examine them after

to ascertain the effect of the service on the girls. I think the way that suggests itself

to me as the most effective would be perhaps two or three experts appointed by the
commission to observe some of these girls and see the effect on them, say an examina-
tion in the early morning and at the end of 4 hours time, and 8 hours see what the

pulse is and the blood pressure that would give the best evidence one could suggest
of the strain they would be subjected to, and from that you could arrive at a con-

clusion as to the best conditions under which they could labour, and then, as you
suggest, examinations at stated periods of 6 months or a year would be desirable in

the public interest.
'

Q. Working 5 hours continuously at high pressure as fast "as the girls could

work, would that be a fair task to impose upon the young women operators?
' A. No, I don't think so. It is too much of a strain on anybody if continued

for a period of 3 years a good many of them would give out. I think I would rather

work 7 hours with the reliefs than 5 hours as hard as I could work. I think both are

bad, intermissions of 20 minutes not of much value in the period of 9 hours. Five
hours divided into two periods with an hour interval would be a great improvement,
I would prefer 3 or 4 periods. Any period of high pressure is too much. I don't think

it is a proper thing, and should not be operated unless it is inevitable. Five hours

divided by an intermission would be long enough for the operator to work at a good
reasonable, safe pressure. I may say, when I hear the conditions that the girls have

been working under I am not at all surprised at the frequent irritating response to

calls. I don't see that it is possible for any person to be constantly on the alert and
under the strain of 5 hours, no matter what the age is, without getting irritated;

it is impossible to do it. The effect of subscribers jerking the hook is to make the

light go in and out; well, of course, that would be a flash in the eye, and so would
have an effect on the nervous system.

Dr. Alexander Primrose, Member of the Faculty of Medicine, Toronto Univer-

sity. The work of an operator as seen by me is a severe strain, largely automatic.

I don't think they would stand it for an hour a day if they didn't eventually become

automatic. The strain is very much greater at first
; automatic action is not the avoid-

ing of all strain ; there must be strain in the action of the nerves and the muscles

a depletion of nervous force although it is done without consciousness. All these

things (the different activities) certainly would tend to make the strain greater. The

hours employed in the 24 should be few five hours divided into two periods of 2&

hours with an hour's intermission, I should think, would be a very reasonable day's

work.
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Dr. A. R. Pyne, practising in Toronto. The work of a telephone operator is very
strenuous a severe and intense service. Five hours with the intermission of an hour
in the middle would be all they could stand. From what I saw there to-day there is

great strain upon the nervous system; in the first place, all their senses are on the

alert with the exception of the one of taste; their mental faculties are on a great

tension, and besides that they are continually moving, reaching and moving all the

time, taking the three together and considering the very nervous strain, and they are

all operating together. There is considerable muscular movement to reach the pegs.

Drs. Alton Garratt and Campbell Meyers had been employed by the telephone

company, and attended the sittings of the commission listening to the evidence

adduced, were called on behalf of the telephone company and gave evidence.

Dr. Alton Garratt, practising in Toronto 18 years, on the General Hospital staff

and Faculty of Toronto University. The seven -hours and 20 minutes actual work,

being four hours in the morning with 20 minutes' intermission in the middle, then one
hour for lunch and four hours in the afternoon with intermission of 20 minutes in the

middle, better than five hours straight. Five hours straight rather high pressure work,
and (would wear on the average nervous system. Every one has a breaking point; the

endurance of any one will break at some time or other, and I think very few can

endure strenuous work for five hours, either men or women, and they will do more
work and better work and work longer hours and accomplish more by intervals of rest.

Five hours divided into two periods of 2| hours and an intermission of one hour be-

tween still better, but not a full complement of work. Could not state quantity of

(work an operator could do without any strain at all, nor the proper number of hours

without knowing more about it. Duty of state as far as possible to ameliorate the

conditions of those working and to regulate the hours of service and to see that they
are remunerated sufficiently well to furnish themselves with sufficient food, &c. I

don't know what is a load, how many calls per hour is a load. Five hours straight too

long for a great many operators no matter what the load ; there is a high tension on
the special senses ; the fact that these special senses are called into operation so much
in combination and that the muscular activity which has been spoken of. This alert-

ness of the faculties catching sounds and such like would have an effect in intensify-

ing the nervous strain.

Dr. Campbell Meyers, practising 15 years, Toronto. Neurologist in St. Michael's

Hospital and charge of nervous department in General Hospital. Specialist in nervous

diseases, and private hospitdl in Deer Park for nervous diseases only. Five hours

continuous work at high pressure harder than seven hours and 20 minutes with inter-

vals, as operators cannot work for any continuous time at this pressure ; deleterious to

their health. The work certainly induces nervous strain. Five hours divided into

two periods with an interval better than the seven hours and 20 minutes, provided both

periods kept at a moderate or low pressure. Have not had sufficient observations to

judge the effect upon the operators as to the quantity of work and number of hours

they should work at high or low pressure without feeling any strain at all, nor what

would be a proper day's (work. Object to high pressure for any continuous period

there is a strain even when operator is sitting waiting for calls.
'

Q. You said that you thought the girls could not be the best judges of the amount

of work which they could do ; there would be a tendency on the part of a good many
of them to do too much in order to get extra remuneration, or for other causes, to get

through with the work; you said that ?

'A. Yes.
f

Q. And that inasmuch as there was that tendency they might possibly work to a

point which (would injure their health. Now, in a case likj that do you think they

.should be prevented from doing too much?
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' A. I think they certainly should, and then they are naturally not in a position
to appreciate the effect on their health and their nervous system until it becomes very
evident.

'

Q. And for that reason they should be prevented from being given the oppor-
tunity ?

' A. Yes, in justice to them.
'

Q. Who ought to prevent that, or how can that be prevented ?

' A. By regulation of the amount of work done, to improve the conditions of the

service so far as possible. The question of ventilation and other questions that might
be taken up from a medical point of view would all assist to see that these girls worked
to the best advantage.

'

Q. A physician would be a better person to express an opinion in a matter con-

cerning health than the one who had, say, any amount of knowledge of conditions,
but had not knowledge of the human system?

' A. Yes, entirely so.
'

Q. You agree that this question of health from the point of view of the health
of the operators that physicians are in a better position to pronounce upon it than

anybody else?
' A. Very much ; they are the only people.
1

Q. Would you think that a body of competent physicians, say four or five of the
most eminent physicians in the city, could, by taking this matter into consideration

for a short period of time, give such a judgment upon the matter that the company
iwould feel perfectly safe in following their decision?

' A. I think that would undoubtedly be most useful.
'

Q. And you think such a committee of experts could give an opinion which if

the company did not follow, they would probably be going counter to what was in the

best interests of their employees, would you say ? I just want to get the value of medi-
cal opinion on a matter of health?

1 A. On a matter of health what the doctors advised after careful consideration, if

it was not carried out then the health of the girls would suffer.
'

Q. In your opinion, then, medical evidence is sufficient to form a basis as a guide
in the matter of regulating the health of (women ?

' A. Certainly, it would form the most important part.
c

Q. The medical side alone would be sufficient reason for legislating ?

' A. Yes, in all business of this nature. I don't refer to this business alone, but

any one that affects the health of young women.
'

Q. We have been told that the ages at which most young ladies enter the ser-

vices of the company are between 17 and 25 ; do you think the nervous system of a

woman is peculiarly subject to strain at those years ?

' A, I do. I think it is very unfortunate that our young women should be obliged
to enter such an occupation. I think a question worth considering would be if the

rapidity of the calls could not be so arranged that more mature women could take it

up. I think that is a possibility, because after 21 say, the nervous system will stand

very much more than it will during the development period.
'

Q. You think the nervous system is subject to a great strain under this work?
' A. Yes.
'

Q. Do you think in a matter that affects the health of the employees, a company
having in mind the consideration of health of its employees, that a good course for

it to adopt would be to call in physicians and take medical advice on the matter?
' A. I certainly think so.
'

Q. Would you think the breaking down of the nervous system of a number of

women was too big a price to be paid for finding out whether one system was better

than another?
' A. I certainly think the sacrifice of any human health is too great a price to pay

for a commercial enterprise.
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'

Q. Do you think that the Bell Telephone Company of Canada is right at the

present time in saying :

" We will decide whether this 8 hours system is going to prove

injurious or not, by trying it, rather than by being governed by medical advice in the

matter "
? Your opinion as a medical man on that point ?

i A. My opinion as a medical man is that it would cost less in health to have had
advice from medical men.

Q. And that if they had regard for the health of the employees they would be gov-
erned by the opinion of medical men in the matter, rather than by the experiment,
is not that what ?

' A. That is what it would mean of course the experiment would have ultimately

to be made by medical men in order to come to a definite positive conclusion.'




